2019-2020
Lincoln High School Supply Lists
All students should have ear buds or headphones for use in all classes on an as-needed basis.

AG CLASSES (Mrs. Shaw)

SMALL ENGINES

Pen or pencil, notebook, and folder or binder

Pen/pencil
Closed toe shoes/no sandals
Old Long sleeve shirt

METALS CLASSES
Pen/Pencil
Calculator
Closed toe shoes/no sandals
Old long sleeve shirt

ELECTRONICS
Pen/pencil/calculator

BAND
Pencil
Instrument
Notebook
Instrument needs
Specific Instrument Needs:
Flute– cleaning rod and polishing rag
Oboe– 4 good reeds to rotate and cleaning swab
Clarinet (all kinds)– 6 good reeds to rotate,
reed holder, mouthpiece cover cleaning swab (also
mouthpiece brush)
Saxophone (all kinds) – 6 good reeds to rotate, reed
holder, mouthpiece cover, cleaning swab (preferably
one you pull through…not one that sits in the horn)
Bassoon– 3 good reeds to rotate and cleaning swab
Brass– tuning slide grease and valve, rotor, or slide
oil (or cream)
Percussion– 1 pair of drum sticks (one set of mallets are
also encouraged)
Should have available at home:
Music stand, Quiet place to practice,
Metronome, Recordings of your instrument.

GERMAN
One 1 1/2” 3-ring binder
5-6 dividers
3-ring binder notebook paper (not spiral)
Pencil and pen
2 dry erase markers

SCIENCE CLASSES
Pen/Pencil/Notebooks
Four function calculator (Some teachers have specific
needs, which will be listed on the websites and will be
mentioned on the first day of class.)

MATH CLASSES
All math classes at Lincoln High School require
a scientific calculator and a notebook.
A set of graphing calculators is provided in each
room for student use during the class period.
Additional supplies needed by teacher:
Froiland--Precalculus and Calculus:
2.5" minimum thickness three-ring binder with loose-leaf
paper (plan to keep this binder through Calculus)
Graph paper tablet
Pencils
Calculator Use: Scientific calculator at minimum. For
Precalculus, a graphing calculator is preferred. For
Calculus, a graphing calculator is required. School
graphing calculators will be available for use. If planning
to purchase your own graphing calculator, please talk to
Mr. Froiland first for recommendations.

Froiland--All Other Classes:
1.5" minimum thickness three-ring binder with loose-leaf
paper
70-count spiral notebook for notes
Pencils

Hoglo
pencil, scientific or graphing calculator, 1” 3-ring
binder with pockets and filler paper or 2-pocket
folder with notebook paper, highlighters

HEALTH CAREERS I
Pen/notebook

HEALTH CAREERS II

SPANISH

Pencil/pen/notebook/folder

Pencil
Folder
30 sheets of loose leaf paper

ART
Draw I- Required sketchbook and #2 pencil.
Visual Magnet- Required sketchbook and #2
pencil
Basic Draw- Required sketchbook and #2
pencil

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Groven
pen and highlighter
notebook and folder
post it notes
Mrs. Hruby
Laptop and power cord
Notebook
Folder
Pencils, pens, highlighters, post-it notes
Earbuds
Mrs. Mattson
Laptop and power cord
Folder
Pens, pencils, highlighters
Earbuds
Mr. Reynolds
College ruled tablet, three ring binder with
folders, flash disk/memory stick (optional but can
be used for other classes as well)
Pens
Mrs. Schuster
Notebook
Pens, pencils
Folder
Highlighters
3 x 3 post-it-note pads
Mrs. Semanko
Notebook & folder OR 3 ringer binder/paper
Pencils, pens, highlighters
Post-it notes
*AP Lit also needs three-ring binder

BUSINESS
Pens/Pencils
Notebook
Pocket Folder
Calculator

SOCIAL STUDIES
Hickman: Notebook
Geiser: Notebook, Pen, Pencil, Folder
Lingen: Civics, CAP, Western Civ - Laptop,
Folder, Pen, Pencil
Loe: World History- Pen, Pencil, Notebook,
Folder
US History-Pen, Pencil, Notebook, Folder,
Rystad: Civics & Geography – Laptop, pen,
pencil

9th GRADE PHY-ED
T-shirt $10.00 - Mandatory
Tennis shoes and socks.
Students can wear a sweatshirt and sweatpants
outside on cooler days.
A lock is provided for the students PE locker.
If they lose it, the cost to the student to replace it
is $15.00
Bowling $3.00 per day, which will cover two
games and shoes. ($9.00 total)

ALL FACS CLASSES
Notebook/Folder/Pens/Pencils
Quilting Basics
Fabric, batting, and pillow form to be purchased
during class visit to quilt shop

ALL EL CLASSES
Laptop
Notebook
Folder
Pencils

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Scientific Calculator
Pencils/Pens/Erasers
Notebook
Folder

